
 

Just the Ceremony Package - $850 
 
Just the Ceremony is a package that revolves around the ceremony location. Our coverage 
begins 60 minutes prior to the ceremony and concludes at the end of the post-ceremony 
photo session. The presentation of pre-ceremony and post-ceremony material will vary by 
location. We will provide you with one wedding-themed USB of all video captured. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Simply Wonderful -$1200.00 
 
Our Simply Wonderful package includes coverage pre-ceremony and ends after all major 
events are captured at the reception. It includes 6 hours of continuous coverage with 
additional time available if needed. We provide you with one edited video of everything 
captured as well as a short highlight video set to the music of your choice. All on a wedding 
themed USB drive. 
 
Guest interviews to be conducted at the wedding reception. Though many people are 
camera shy, the videographer will attempt (if time allows) to solicit voluntary interviews of 
guests at the reception.  
 
GoPro Camera (included in package)  
GoPro  and other cameras to be used in key situations for enhanced special effects.  
 
Lavalier wireless microphone 
Wireless microphone for wedding ceremony only.  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Simply Wonderful All-Day Coverage - $1,400.00 
 
This includes everything from the Simply Wonderful package as well as 10 hours of 
continuous coverage. We provide you with a full length file of all video captured as well a 
short highlight video set to the music of your choice. All video provided on a wedding themed 
USB drive. 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Nothing Left Out - $1,650.00 
 
With our Nothing Left Out package, your wedding is completely covered, from morning to 
night. It includes everything that the Simply Wonderful package has but also includes all day 
coverage on your wedding day as well as a 1-2 minute wedding trailer to be released within 2 
weeks of your wedding on social media or YouTube. Includes all videos on a wedding-themed 
USB drive. Also includes one Video Wedding Album with Highlight Video on it. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Additional Services: 
 
$75.00 - Social Media Trailer- Wedding trailer (teaser) 60 to 120 seconds in length to be 
created and uploaded to YouTube and FaceBook social media. Video will remain online for a 
period of at least one year. 
 
$75.00 - Highlight Video Posting to FaceBook- Highlight video (that is already created) to be 
processed and uploaded to FaceBook social media site for client sharing. Video will remain 
online for a period of at least one year. (Does not include the creation of highlight video) 
 
$60.00 – Extra Keepsake USB drive- All videos on a natural wood, wedding themed USB 
drive. 
 
$150.00 – Video Wedding Album- Highlight video loaded onto a beautiful hard cover video 
wedding album with an embedded video player with sound. 
 
Prices do not include NYS Sales Tax 
 

           
 

 

Elegant Event Video (716) 597-4336 


